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Tackling serious violence is not a law enforcement issue alone. 

It requires involving a range of partners across different sectors. 

Over the past 12 months there have been a number of funding 

opportunities, campaigns and local and national developments in 

relation to serious violence.  

It is worth remembering that Sussex has a lower overall crime 

rate (67 crimes per 1,000 population) than the regional (78) and 

national averages (87) and that knife crime has been falling 

across Sussex in recent years, with the proportion of crimes 

involving a knife falling from 3.7% in 2012/13 to 1.6% in 2018.  

(Sussex Uncovered 2019) 

 

This newsletter outlines the national and local work combatting 

serious violence and the steps East Sussex are taking, in 

partnership, to develop plans to tackle and prevent it from 

happening in the first place. 
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The Serious Violence Strategy 

In April 2018 the government published its Serious Violence Strategy in response 
to increases in knife crime, gun crime and homicide across England. Action in the 
strategy is focused on 4 main themes: 

 Tackling county lines and misuse of drugs 

 Early intervention and prevention 

 Supporting communities and local partnerships 

 Law enforcement and the criminal justice response 

The strategy has a call to action to partners from across different sectors to come 
together in a multi-agency public health approach to tackling and preventing serious 
violence at a local level. 

To help local areas implement a whole system multi-agency approach, the 
government has introduced a range of initiatives including: 

1. A new legal duty to support a multi-agency approach to preventing and 
tackling serious violence. 

2. Investing in violence reduction units (VRUs), in the areas of the country 
most affected by violent crime. 

3. Making £200 million available over the next 10 years to the Youth 
Endowment Fund. 

The strategy focuses on early intervention and prevention which can help catch 

young people before they go down the wrong path, encouraging them to make 

positive choices. 

The strategy is supported by a media campaign raising awareness about the risks 

of carrying knives - #Knifefree 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/serious-violence-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/serious-violence-new-legal-duty-to-support-multi-agency-action
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/home-office-allocates-51-million-to-police-forces-for-increased-action-on-knife-crime-ahead-of-easter-weekend
https://impetus.org.uk/youth-endowment-fund
https://impetus.org.uk/youth-endowment-fund
https://www.knifefree.co.uk/
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What is a public health approach to tackling and 
preventing serious violence? 

The World Health Organization (WHO) 4-step public health approach to reducing 
violence aims to improve health and safety for people by addressing the risk factors 
that increase the likelihood that someone will become a victim or a perpetrator of 
violence.  

WHO’s public health approach to violence seeks to identify the common risk factors 
driving violence and the protective factors preventing violence. It encourages 
identification of these factors and implementing interventions across all levels: 
individual, relationship, community and societal, at the same time. 

Public health relies on knowledge and information from a broad range of disciplines 
including medicine, epidemiology, sociology, psychology, criminology, education and 
economics. It also uses inputs from a range of public and private sector 
organisations working in health, social care, education, justice and policy. So, a 
public health approach is also a multi-agency approach. 

Public Health England have produced a Guide  which sets out some principles 
which local partners can adopt to work together to prevent violence. 

https://www.who.int/violenceprevention/approach/public_health/en/
https://www.who.int/violenceprevention/approach/public_health/en/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/838930/multi-agency_approach_to_serious_violence_prevention.pdf
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New Legal Duty to Support Multi-Agency Action 

Tackling serious violence requires a multi-agency approach involving a range of 

partners and agencies such as education, health, social services, housing, youth and 

victim services, offender management and others. 

The recent Queen’s speech outlined new requirements in the Serious Violence 

Bill.  The Bill will place a new duty on schools, police, councils and health authorities 

to prevent serious violence. The Bill will also amend the Crime and Disorder Act 

1998 to ensure that serious violence is an explicit priority for Community Safety 

Partnerships, which include local police, fire and probation services, as well as local 

authorities and wider public services.  The Bill also outlines new court orders to 

target known knife carriers, to make it easier for the Police to stop and search those 

convicted knife for knife crime offences.   

It will ensure that relevant services work together to share data, intelligence and 

knowledge to understand and address the root causes of serious violence including 

knife crime. It will also allow them to target their interventions to prevent and stop 

violence altogether.  

 

In addition, the government will amend the Crime and Disorder Act to ensure that 

serious violence is an explicit priority for Community Safety Partnerships, 

which include local police, fire and probation services, by making sure they have a 

strategy in place to tackle violent crime. 

New guidance will also be published in due course to support the legislation, which 

will provide examples of different partnership models and explain how different 

organisations and sectors can partner with each other. 

Further information on the new duty can be found here.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-public-health-duty-to-tackle-serious-violence
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Violence Reduction 

Units  

 

Last year the Home Secretary announced in June the allocation of £35 million to 

Police and Crime Commissioners in 18 local areas to set up violence reduction units 

(VRU) and in December 2019, the Home Office published an update stating that 

additional funding would be provided to continue to fund this work for another year. 

 Sussex was selected as one of those local areas (which includes West & East 

Sussex and Brighton & Hove) 

The 18 local areas, including East Sussex, have set out plans demonstrating how 

they will build a public health approach delivering both short and long-term action to 

reduce serious violence including; early intervention, rehabilitation and diversionary 

activities. 

There are two mandatory products that the VRU must deliver.  

These are: 

A Problem Profile, identifying the drivers of serious violence 

acting in the local area and taking steps to identify the cohorts 

of people most affected; and 

A Response Strategy, describing the multi-agency response 

being delivered by the VRU, its members and other partners 

that will tackle the drivers identified in the problem profile and 

work to reduce serious violence in the local area.  

The response strategy will set out how the action being taken by the VRU will 

enhance and complement existing local arrangements responding to serious 

violence. 

 

In East Sussex funding has supported the delivery of targeted interventions and by 

extending the Troubled Families and Family Key Work to young people identified as 

being at risk. Funding has also supported the extension of the KnowKnives 

education and outreach programme: developed and delivered by the targeted youth 

support team.  The following pages talk a little bit more about these interventions. 

 

http://actiononviolence.org/
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=BOzTMEw5&id=F806457231F9888E686A4ACFAED9357100F0E434&thid=OIP.BOzTMEw5ni5iyzX2n6A4MgHaHa&mediaurl=http://www.bellajack.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Whats-the-problem-cube1.jpg&exph=4000&expw=4000&q=what's+the+problem&simid=608042866025431552&selectedIndex=61&adlt=strict,strict
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College Central 

Between October and December 2019, Children’s Services staff engaged with young 

people across the College Central sites with a total of 491 contacts taking place.  

This included sessions which focus on risks associated with knife carrying and young 

people’s own experiences. PHSE and citizenship sessions have included substance 

misuse, knives and healthy relationships. Sessions have been jointly delivered with 

the police regarding police powers and a trip to the local Magistrates court is being 

planned, where young people will get an opportunity to meet with a Judge. 

Many of these young people were also receiving intensive interventions as part of 

specific youth offending orders or other requirements and would be at more risk of 

carrying knives and of being both the victim and perpetrator of serious violence. The 

Head of School has reported the positive impact that the project is having upon 

pupils and the school community as a whole.  

 

Targeted input to young people referred by the Multi Agency Child Exploitation 

Group (MACE) with high risk to exploitation.  

This project has focussed on behaviour change and aims to enable adults to improve 

protective parenting, perform basic tasks and promote regular routines.  The Multi 

Agency Child Exploitation service (MACE) targets those families across East Sussex 

whose children are at high risk of exploitation or being exploited. They work 

intensively with parents/carers to ensure protective oversight of their children and all 

receive additional interventions assisting them to understand; 

 The Signs & Indicators of Child Sexual Exploitation, Criminal Exploitation, 

County Lines and Cuckooing and what this means for their children. 

 Online Safety, Social Media activity and monitoring, access to the o2/NSPCC 

safety champions and access to Tracker’s for their children’s phones and 

internet activity. 

 Knife Crime awareness and Safety Planning. 

The Key workers hold small caseloads of up to 6 cases to ensure that an intensive 

and consistent service delivery is maintained with high level contacts with the young 

person and their parents/carers throughout the intervention. The project is now 

working with 19 families. 

The Multi-Agency Child Exploitation (MACE) Group is the strategic planning 

group for partnership activity to address the sexual and/or criminal 

exploitation of children, including ‘County Lines’ and missing children. 
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#kNOwknives   

 

 

 

The Targeted Youth Support Service have been able to extend their kNOw knives 

project to young people across East Sussex this year with the help of Home Office 

funding. The prevention sessions include information around exploitation and aim to 

encourage young people to recognise and manage risk. 

These sessions aim to raise awareness around the risks and laws associated with 

carrying a knife. There is also an emphasis on healthy relationships and exploitation, 

keeping safe and challenging stereotypes, myths and fears that are portrayed 

through the media.  

Sessions include: 

 

Educating young people to recognise and manage risk, make safe 

choices, be aware of peer pressure and look after their own personal 

safety and wellbeing. 

 

Focusing on the issues of knives and other weapons specific to issues 

in local schools and communities. 

 

Working with parents, carers and professionals to understand the 

dangers and risks surrounding knife crime and to give them information 

and strategies to discuss with their young people. 

 
In collaboration with Sussex Police, the Safer East Sussex Team and other partners 
the team will be visiting local schools and colleges, as well as getting out in the 
community through detached/mobile work, attending events and other youth venues 
to meet and educate as many people as possible to give them the same message in 
the hope of keeping knife crime in East Sussex low.  
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Similar to what you would see at the airport or at concerts 

nowadays, the knife arch is to highlight the issue around 

what is safe to carry or not carry and to help focus young 

people’s minds around the topics to be discussed.  

The kNOwknives team are not using it as an enforcement 

tool. This is about reassurance and allowing students to talk 

to the team about their concerns and provide information to 

support young people. 

The team signpost parents/carers and young people if 

necessary to relevant agencies that can continue to support 

them. 

Over-riding feedback from young people who attended the 

school based PSHE sessions has been that the programme 

reduced their anxiety about knife related crime, gave them 

more awareness of the risks, confidence to keep themselves 

safe and have strategies to avoid peer pressure. 

There is no cost to the session and if any secondary school/youth organisation is 

interested please contact the team for further information 

Cathrine.Connelly@eastsussex.gov.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo: members of the team with police out and about in Hastings last summer 

mailto:Cathrine.Connelly@eastsussex.gov.uk
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Background to Violence Reduction Units 

The Scottish Violence Reduction Unit (SVRU) is a national centre of expertise in 

tackling violence. Working in partnership with Police Scotland and the Scottish 

Government the SVRU aims to prevent violence wherever it’s found from the streets, 

to classrooms, homes and workplaces. 

The unit was originally founded in 

2005 by Strathclyde Police who in the 

face of rising homicide rates wanted 

to try a different approach to tackling 

violence. That year Scotland had 

been branded the most violent 

country in the developed world with 

137 murders in one year, 41 of those 

deaths in Glasgow city alone.  

Following a report by the World 

Health Organisation (WHO) the city 

was dubbed the “murder capital” of 

Europe. Since then Scotland has 

seen homicides fall to their lowest 

level since 1976 with the latest figures 

showing a 39% decrease over the 

last decade.  

The VRU consists of a number of community led projects such as the Mentors in 

Violence Prevention (MVP) – this is Scotland’s largest anti-violence schools 

programme operating in more than 20 local authority areas from Shetland to the 

Scottish borders. The programme aims to empower students to safely speak out 

against all forms of violence from rape and sexual harassment to bullying and 

abusive behaviour.   

Another successful project is Navigator -working in emergency departments in 

Glasgow, Edinburgh and Ayrshire Navigator aims to help stop the revolving door of 

violent injury in hospitals. Navigators complement the work of medical staff by 

engaging with patients who have been affected by violence. Using a wide range of 

contacts with services outside the emergency room the Navigators offer support to 

help patients change their lives. The aim is to break the cycle of violence for the 

individual and ease the pressure that violence places on the NHS.  

Visit action on violence to find out more about these projects and the work of 

SVRU. 

http://actiononviolence.org/projects/navigator
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 Law Enforcement Surge 

 

In 2019 our Sussex Police Crime Commissioner announced a £1million funding 

commitment from the Home Office to support a law enforcement surge in Sussex to 

tackle serious violence. Sussex was one of 18 forces that were provided with an 

immediate share of £51m by the Policing Minister to target serious violence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In East Sussex this was developed through the initiative Operation Safety by Sussex 

Police. Local Community Safety Partnerships were also provided with funds for 

activities to tackle serious violence. 

 

This surge in law enforcement has seen an increase in additional frontline policing 

activity, to tackle knife related crime pan-Sussex. It has been provided to break the 

momentum on serious violence in the short term and to look to stem and reduce 

levels of serious violence.  

East Sussex Activity has included:- 

 Enhancing and complimenting the operational response to serious violence 

and knife crime in public spaces using additional operational policing activity  

to focus on Hot Spot areas, Individuals and groups and the use of 

equipment and technology. 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=rJqtGZFx&id=A875BFF581B72C6D5ED8A9F8BA6F85B0E0D52CA5&thid=OIP.rJqtGZFx0bLoMzCgWAEW2QAAAA&mediaurl=https://tonic.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/sussex_pcc.png&exph=60&expw=154&q=sussex+pcc&simid=608041375252874741&selectedIndex=22
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 Knife amnesty bins have had a positive impact - knives 

have been collected from members of the public who 

have handed in found or unwanted knives. 

 Several night time operations have been conducted, 

assisting local Pubs, who used wands to scan customers 

as condition of entry for hidden knives, thus increasing 

the safety and wellbeing of their customers. 

 A number of test purchase operations were conducted 

over a condensed period of time. This tested the policies 

and procedures of sole traders through to large 

businesses around the selling of knives.  The vast 

majority of businesses/shops who were tested passed. 

 A dedicated car has been introduced and is an invaluable 

resource to respond to knife related crime and to focus on 

Hot Spot areas, individuals and groups. These have 

included area sweeps using a metal detector. 

 A knife arch has been used in schools promoting 

awareness and education around knife crime. This has 

 been welcomed by teachers, parents/guardians as well  

as pupils. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It’s illegal to: 

•sell a knife to anyone under 18, unless it has a 

folding blade 3 inches long (7.62 cm) or less 
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Operation Sceptre: tackling knife crime 

Are you missing something? 

Operation Sceptre is a national campaign which takes place twice a year, supporting 

the work Sussex Police carry out all year round to ensure residents are safe from 

knife crime in their communities. 

The campaign comprises a mix of targeted operational and educational activities to 

remove unwanted knives off the streets of Sussex, and to reassure young people 

they are safer not carrying knives and walking away from harm. 

Some young people carry a knife because they are worried about becoming a victim 

of knife crime. Unfortunately, carrying a knife only increases their chance of 

becoming hurt. The easiest and most common place for young people to get a knife 

is from the family home. If you think something isn’t quite right then consider other 

less obvious warning signs, including: 

 They have become withdrawn 

 Their school or college is reporting worrying changes in their behaviour, or 

their grades have suddenly dropped 

 They have lost interest in hobbies and are vague about their movements 

 They have changed their group of friends, perhaps to an older network 

 Suddenly secretive about their belongings 

There are other reasons why young exhibit these behaviours and not knife related 

but if you spot any of the above, talk to them now. Discuss their views on knife crime, 

and whether they would ever consider carrying a knife. Discover if they feel safe 

when they go out, and if not, why not? 

Find out more about Operation Sceptre  

https://www.sussex.police.uk/advice/advice-and-information/wsi/watch-schemes-initiatives/sus/operation-sceptre-tackling-knife-crime/
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In November 2018 the Sussex Police Crime Commissioner secured £890,616 from 

the Early Intervention Youth Fund - this fund was available to look at and test early 

intervention projects aimed at tackling serious violence.  As a result The Sussex 

Early Intervention Youth Programme – REBOOT was developed and designed.  

REBOOT provides early intervention for young people aged 12-17yrs at risk of 

engaging in serious violence. The programme brings together multiple partners and 

offers a personalised, strengths-based, one-to-one support package for young 

people, who have been identified as being at risk. To date 5 out of 5 young people 

were either happy or very happy with their experience of REBOOT. The service is 

embedded across Sussex receiving referrals from Education, statutory partners, third 

sector organisations and health. 

 

Read more about the programme in this Reboot Leaflet 

“REBOOT's timely interventions, along with support provided by 

partner agencies, helps to build a young person's resilience and 

improves their own critical thinking ability. We encourage them to 

recognise the risks to themselves and really think about who they 

are associating with. We have already seen how REBOOT can really 

change the direction of a young person's life.  

Simply by investing early on, and helping these young people 

develop their skills and build on positive relationships, we can 

divert them away from situations which would otherwise put them 

at risk of serious violence." 

Sgt Kate Blackbourn - Sussex Police 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yDwEaepPK8p1TjNCo5KgvdxHfhBPH5gP/view
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East Sussex Youth Cabinet 

Over the past year, the Youth Cabinet worked with The Sussex Police and Crime 

Commissioner’s Office, Sussex Police, the Safer East Sussex Team and 

#kNOwknives Project to develop a survey where nearly 2,000 East Sussex young 

people gave their views and perceptions of knife crime.   

      Photo: Staff from Sussex Police, kNOwknives and Youth Cabinet members 

 

They analysed the results and identified 11 recommendations, which are shown on 

the next page, for services to improve their knife crime prevention work with children 

and young people. 

As a steer for the Youth Cabinet’s 2020 knife crime prevention campaign, the Youth 

Cabinet consulted with other young people to prioritise the 11 recommendations.    

These were: 

1. Involve young people in developing resources aimed at them 

2. Give young people real advice about how to avoid involvement in knife crime 

3. Find ways to improve young people’s perceptions of the Police 

4. When training, include relevant risk factors like school exclusions, drugs and 

poverty 

They will use these recommendations to inform the film shorts they are currently 

developing to support knife crime prevention training. 

Find out more about the East Sussex Youth Cabinet  

https://www.c360.org.uk/rightsandvoice/youthcabinet/aboutus
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Partnership Networking Event  

Sussex Police and East Sussex County Council organised a Violent Crime & 

Vulnerability Networking event this month at The Welcome Building in Eastbourne 

for Analysts and Data Managers to “build collective analytical capability”. 

Attendees heard about the importance of data-sharing and improved data analysis to 

tackle serious violence & knife crime. Presentations took place throughout the day, 

which showcased a range of partners work and highlighted some of the analytical 

products that have been used. This included analytical techniques, methodology and 

the outcomes that were achieved.  

The aims of the event were to: 

 Promote data sharing and the benefits of partners working together 

collaboratively. 

 Provide a networking opportunity for Analysts and Data Managers to build 

collective analytical capability.  

 To improve data sharing, by encouraging partners to sign up to a network of 

potential data sources and products that are available. 

 Reduce serious violence in East Sussex by enhancing working relationships 

and encouraging the best practice of sharing. 

 Reduce vulnerability in East Sussex through partnership collaboration and 

awareness of what is available. 
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Newsletter Feedback 

In our last edition we asked for your feedback in relation to this newsletter – many 
thanks to everyone who responded and here is a summary of your responses: 

67% of you currently receive the newsletter by subscribing 

50% said you always read the newsletter, with a further 23% usually  

67% found the newsletter extremely useful or very useful 

73% said that the amount of information presented was about the right amount  

63% said you would like to see a range of community safety issues and initiatives in 
future publications 

57% said you would like to receive the newsletter quarterly 

 

As a result of this feedback we will be producing four newsletters each year which 
will cover a range of community safety issues. 

This will be last edition of this type of newsletter as we will be moving to the 
GovDelivery service to deliver email bulletin/newsletters in the future. There will be 
no need to re-subscribe. 

 

Thank you for continuing to subscribe to Safe in East Sussex! 

www.safeineastsussex.org.uk 


